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Search, select and contact your best customer, partner, supplier

click the flags to enter into the national sections presently actives:
 Italy ,
France ,
Portugal ,
Tunisia ,
UK

are open



	
Go to the active shops:
 
Italy,
France
Portugal,
Tunisia,
UK




	



What is MMSHOPS?



MMSHOPS is an international business cluster, based on B2B and B2C showrooms. It is operational in France, Italy, 
Portugal, Tunisia and UK, and soon in Spain and Switzerland. It aims to help SMEs to exploit Internet as a strategic tool
for their business with national and international markets.



More than 5,000 visitor/month access this platform, were shopkeepers, manufacturers, professionals, and business organizations 
manage their showrooms for commercial and marketing purposes. MMSHOPS also offers a customer lead service, 
allowing more than 300 subscribers to get new business opportunities and to exploit broader markets.





  ______ READ MORE ______
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Our Customer Lead Services



An innovative customer lead approach allows our subscriber to fasten their business development and generates qualified contacts.



The digital prospecting allows to get in touch directly with potential buyers, to open a dialog with the most interesting  
prospects through social networks, web-tv, mailing, chatting and direct calls, and to convert them in buyers, validationg their interest through personal contacts.
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MMSHOPS also offers to its subscribers a number of services to develop and promote their websites
and to present their business proposals on its Web-TV live streaming channels.



Last but not least, The MMSHOPS tariffs are very competitive compared to those of the competitors.
With a very low investment, a month of trial, you can check the effectiveness of its services!



HERE you can see in greater detail the services and the commercial formulas we propose.






  
  _______ READ LESS _______
  





	
MMSHOPS gives a number of competitive advantages
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Better visibility - A large portal focused on products and services is much more visible to search engines, than a small general purpose site: this is why Google automatically indexes new showrooms within 1-2 days.
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Cost savings - The shop annual fee is from 10 to 100 euros, depending on size and quantity (discounts to Associations and Resellers). No other costs, because you can manage your showroom by yourself, without a technical support!
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Quick updating - These showrooms are based on a friendly innovative system: also unskilled users can manage their showrooms after a few minutes! That results in web pages always updated, without delays of external supports.



  


 






	
The MMSHOPS Organization
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Our organization is based on an international network of experts in several fields, who have decided to put their expertise at the service of SMEs and of their customers.



HERE you can know our experts and their skills.  



The MMSHOPS team gives enterprises the opportunity to be visible on the Internet and to use web/social-marketing services for their development. 
With MMSHOPS also small enterprises can have the same opportunities as large ones.



This approach can also bring benefits to consumers, by giving them more choices and better services, which are typical of the interpersonal relationship of SMEs.









	Best showcases: be inspired

Find out how our members showcase their commercial proposals with multimedia contents.
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The MMSHOPS Sponsors
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The MMSHOPS policies and legal responsibilities



We are not responsible for the virtual shop contents and we do not give any warranty, express or implied, 
on the information accuracy and authenticity, and on products here advertised and sold:
only the virtual shop owners are responsible of their contents.



Whatever content contrary to the MMSHOPS rules (READ MORE),
or otherwise criminally or civilly liable, will be promptly removed upon notification of the concerned persons. 
Please, send every report or complaint to info@euroteam.it (phone +39-3481314965).
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Each showroom owner receives a password-protected Control Panel, that allows him to publish his contents in full autonomy
and responsibility. He is allowed to publish only commercial contents and is warned not to publish personal information,
or contents that are protected by copyright or offensive or contrary to laws, morals, professional ethics, common feeling, or contents with sentences inciting to racial, religious, sexual, social discrimination.



We disclaim any civil, criminal, administrative liability in relation to the contents of the showrooms: each showroom owner is civilly and criminally liable for the content published in these web pages, including the products and services advertised and eventually sold. 
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